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UNITED STATES%o

[N , ' . NUCt. EAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'

{ ,. Cf ), 3j
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20666

.~

December 11, 1978'
.....

Docket Nos. 50-329
50-330

Mr. S. H. Howell, Vice President
Consumers Power Company
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Dear Mr. Howell:

STAFF POSITIONS AND REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONSUBJECT:
(PART 1)

During the course of our review of Midland Plant Units 1 and 2, we
-

have adopted several positions that differ from those in your FSAR.
We also find that we need additional information in some areas toPositions not provided in previouscoinplete our evaluation.
correspondence and further information requests are contained in
Enclosure 1.

Several of your responses to our previous positions and requests
were not provided to our established schedules and some of our
technical review branches have been unable to adjust other workload
assignments to review the delayed information recently provided.
Still other branches have found that issuance of positions must await/ .ordingly, additionalreceipt of infonnation previously requested. We presently
staff positions will be issued as they become available.
anticipate issuance of additional positions in mid-December and
late-December,1978.

We will need response and resolution to Enclosure 1 by January 19,
If you cannot meet this date, inform us within seven days1979.after receipt of this letter so ths.t we may revise our schedule

accordingly.

Should you desire a meeting to clarify Enclosure 1 or to discuss
preliminary responses, please contact me.

S tricerely,

il 1 0

Varg e

Light Water Reactory Branch 4
Division of Project Management

Enclosure: As stated
cc: Listed on following page
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consumers Power Company

ces:
Michael I. Miller, Esq.

Isham, Lincoln & Beale
Suite 4200
One First National Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60670

Judd L. Bacon, Esq.
Consumers Power Company
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Mr. Paul A. Perry
,

Secretary
Consumers Power Company
212 W. Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

,

Myron M. Cherry, Esq.
One IBM Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Mary Sinclair
5711 Summerset Drive
Midland, Michigan 48640

Frank J. Kelley, Esq.
Attorney General
State of Michigan Environmental

Protection Division
720 Law Building

;

Lansing, Michigan 48913

Mr. Windell Marshall
Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
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ENCLOSURE 1
'

STAFF POSITIONS (Q-2s) AND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

PART 1

MIDLAND PLANT UNITS 1 & 2

These positions and requests for additional information a.re numbered
such that the three digits to the left of the decimal identify the
technical review branch and the numbers to the right of the decimal
are the sequential request numbers. The number in parenthesis indicates
the re*avant section in the Safety Analysis Report. The initials
RSP ii.oicate the request represents a regulatory staff position.

Branch Technical Positions referenced in these requests can be found
in " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports
for Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG-75 /087.
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01 0-1

010.0 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS BRANCH

010.54 Your response to our request 010.53 indicates that the spent fuel
(9.1.2) pool liner plate is designed in accordance with position C.2 of

(RSP) Regulatory Guide 1.29 (i.e., this is inferred by your statement
that the capacity of the liner plate welds, 21,000 psi, exceeds
any possible loading of the liner plate during a seismic event).
We require that you verify your conclusions by identifying the
estimated stresses induced on the liner plate welds during a
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). Unless the resultant SSE
stresses are less than design allowable stresses, then assume a
catastrophic failure of the liner plates and address each of the
items we identified in our request 010.53.

010.55 FSAR Revision 15 revised your spent fuel rack design to one which
(9.1.2) includes a neutron absorber material sealed between stainless

steel plates. Recent experience at operating reactors has shown
that buckling of the stainless steel may occur due to gases given
off by the irradiation of the neutron absorber material, thus
resulting in stuck fuel assemblies within the racks. Identify

the specific neutron absorber material used in your racks and
describe and justify the generation rate of gases with irradiation
for your design. Describe and justify the methods used to prevent
such buckling from Occurring in the Midland design.

010.56 Your revised spent fuel storage facility in FSAR Revision 15
(9.1.3) provides storage capacity for 5-2/3 cores, but you have not yet

(RSP) revised your design basis heat loads for the spent fuel pool cooling
system. Revise FSAR Section 9.1.3 and Table 9.1-1 to include
the head loads and temperatures for 5-2/3 cores for normal storage
(17 consecutive 1/3-core unloads after 150 hours) and for abnormal
storage conditions (one full core emergency unload after 30 days
following a refueling). Pool water temperature should not exceed
140 F for the normal storage conditions assuming a single failure.
For the abnormal condition, the pool water should not reach
the boiling temperature. Ir. calculating the decay heat rate,
use the methods described in our Branch Technical Position ASB 9-2
" Residual Decay Energy for Light Water Reactors for Long Term
Cooling," attached to Standard Review Plan 9.2-5. Also revise
Table 9.1-3 " Failure Modes and Effects Analysis" to indicate the
fuel pool water temperature with one pump not available.

.
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010-2

010.57 Your response to our request 010.46 regarding dropping or tipping
(9.1.4) of the spent fuel cask into the spent fuel pool states that the

(RSP) auxiliary building crane will be modified to incorporate a single
failure proof main hoisting mechanism. It is our position that a
single failure proof crane be designed, fabricated, and tested
in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.104 or Branch Technical i

Position ASB 9-1. State your conformance to our position and
provide the design details to show now the provisions of Regulatory
Guide 1.104 or BTP ASB 9-1 are met.

.
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022-1

022.0 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS BRANCH

022.41 The response to 022.30 is not complete, Provide the following
(6.2) information regarding the reactor cavity subcompartment analysis:

1. Provide tha analysis of the core flood tank line rupture in
the reactor cavity as requested in request 022,18.

2. Revised FSAR Section 6.2.1.2.2,1 states that uplift forces
acting on the shield plug were considered in the design.
In addition, your response to request 211,99 states that
pressurization analyses were performed on the reactor cavity
seal plate to identify potential missiles following a postulated'

LOCA. Provide a discussion of the analyses, and a summary
of the forces calculated to act on these components, Provide
the projected area of the shield plug and seal ring used
to calculate the loads. Identify the location of the area
projections on plan and section drawings in the selected
coordinate system.

3. We have previously requested that hot and cold leg guillotine'

breaks be assumed at the reactor vessel tenninal ends to
determine the worst case in calculating peak pressure, loads,
and moments in the reactor cavity analyses. Provide the
results of these analyses.

4. Appendix 60 of the FSAR discusses a nodalizaticn sensitivity
study that verifies the nodalization of the reactor cavity.
Provide a discussion and the results of this study. Include
drawings which show the revised nodalization,

5. For the reactor vessel component supports analysis, provide
the projected areas used to calculate the loads and moments
as requested in request 022,2(j),

022.42 Your response to request 022,31 concerning the purge systems is
(9.4) not complete, Provide the following information:

| 1. Provide ari analysis showing the effect on the ECCS containment
backpressure if a LOCA were to occur concurrent with operation!

of the 18-inch reactor building purge system,
|
!

!
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022-2

2. With regard to the 48-inch reactor building purge air supply
and exhaust system, it is our position that if this system
is to be used during operating modes 1 through 4 (i.e.,
startup, normal operation, hot standby, hot shutdown), the
system must either:

a. Meet the criteria of BTP CSB 6-4, with the exception of
item B.l.c (line size), or

b. Meet the criteria of BTP CSB 6-4, with the exception of
items B.1.c (line size) and B.S.a (offsite dose), and
use of the purge system must be restricted to less than
90 hours per year while in operating modes 1 through 4.
In addition, the 15-second closure time for the isolation
valves in the 48-inch purge system is unacceptable if the
system is to be used during operating modes 1 through 4.
Discuss your plans for assuring that the valves will be
closed in less than 5 seconds following a LOCA for each
isolation signal, including high radiation level .

022.43 Your response to request 022.38, concerning single active failures
(6.2) following a postulated main steam line break (MSLB) is not

complete. Provide the following information:

1. A MSLB analysis has not been provided assuming the failure
of the main steam isolation valve in the affected loop.
Provide a MSLB analysis assuming the failure of this valve
to close. Discuss how the backflow of steam would be terminated,
and specify the inventory of steam in the isolated piping.

2. The limiting MSLB, with regard to containment peak temperature
and pres 3ure, typically occurs when offsite power is available.
This is because the reactor coolant pumps continue to circulate
primary coolant through the affected steam generator, and this
results in a faster rate of energy addition to the containment
a tmosphere. Provide a MSLB analysis assuming offsite power
is available or justify that the loss of offsite power is the
worst single active failure.

1
1
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022-3

Your response to request 022.39 concerning environmental qualifica-022.44 tion of safety related equiprant is incomplete. We will require(6,2)
(RSP) that any thermal analysis to verify environmental qualification

be based on the CSB Interim Evaluation Model. All applicants
for operating litanses are being required to use this model pending
the completion of Generic Task A-21, Main Steam Line Break Inside
Containment - Evaluation of Environmental Conditions for Equipment
Qualification, and Generic Task A-24, Qualification of Class IE
Safety-Related Equipment (See NUREG-0371, Task Action Plans for
Generic Activities). Therefore, provide the analyses previously
requested.

022.45 Your response to request 022.33 concerning use of the penetration
It ispressur1zation system during the CILRT is unacceptable.(6.8)

(RSP) cur position that this system should not be used during the CILRT
so that the accident differential pressure will exist across the
isolation barriers. We believe that use of the penetration
pressurization system would adversely affect the results of the
CILRT. Therefore, modify your test procedures to comply with
this position.

'
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110-1

MECHANICAL DGINEERING BRANCH110.0

Adequate respenses to the followirg two items are
racessary to resolve the remaining deviations of your110.53

(3 9.2.1) piping vibration and themal effects test prcgram.

Describe how your test program will verify that(1) seismic Category 1 moderate energy piping systems
outside contaiment will not be subject to
abncrmal steady-state er transient vibration.
. A ccrmitment to perfcm a visual examination

'

will be acceptable.
Provide theYour respense to 110.15 is inccmplete.(2) bases fcr che accep;ance criteria for the reacter

ecolant system and rain steam piping transient
Indicate hcw the measured values,,

vibrat on tests. .equency, will be used to
i

i.e., ctrain, amplitude,
verify that the piping meets applicable stress and
fatigue limits.

For the BCP secpe
The respense to 110 38 is inem:plete.
of supply, only the methcds used to ccnbine the peak110.54

In addition,
responses to LCCA and SSE have been described.(3 9 3' -
no inferratien for NSSS Class 2 and 3 components has
been provided.

Fcr the FCP secpe of supply, describe the methods(1) used to ecmbine the peak respcnses to other dynamic
leads such as CBE, relief valve discharge, and
seismic differential anchor point movement.

Fcr the USSS secpe of supply, descrite the methods(2) used to ccmbine the peak respcnses to dyramic loads
for Class 2 and 3 compenents.

In question 110.27 we asked you to discuss your complianceIn Revisiu'. 8 of your FSAR110.55'
with Regulatory Guide l.121. Ycu.(App. 3A) you provided such a discussion in Apperdix 3A.

(RSP) stated that your current tube plugging criteria wasAdditionally, further
. mere conservative chan R.G.1.121.
aralyses of degraded tubes and a review of applicable

,
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cperating experience were expected to provide justification
for a mere liberal tube pluggirg 1 hit at scne point

in the future.

Ir Revision 14 of the FSAR, ycu deleted the discussion

of R.G. 1.121 in Appendix 3A and stated it was not
applicable to Midland because the guide is labeled "for
concent . " Although the guide does bear this label, we
note that at the May 11, 1976 meeting of the HiR Regulatcry
Requirenents Review Ccenittee R.G.1.121 was designated
as a Category III item to be backfitted en all plants

) under review.

Acccrdirely, please provide a ecmittment to ecc: ply
with R.G.1.121 for the Midland plant.

110.56 Flease provide a clarification to the responses to
(3 9) questiens 110.41 aM 110 50. Footnote 1 to FSAR Table

3A.l.43 4 states that for ASE Class 2 and 3 piping,
requiring functicral capability, the raximum calculated
strass under emergency and faulted leadings will te
lhited to the yield strergth of the raterial. Alterratively,
Code Case 1606-1 stress limits will be used alors with
" verification that the fbnctional capability of the
system is maintained."

In those cases where Ccde Case 16C6-1 strass limits are
used and the calculated stress of the pipire exceeds
the yield strereth, describe hcw functional capability
of the piping system is assured.

110.57 After reviewing the response to 110.51 and discussing it
(3 9 3) in a subsequent telephone ccnversation, we raquire the

folicwirs clarifyire information be submitted in order
to ccc:plete the review of the design methodology aM
criteria used for bolts, baseplates, and embedments.

(1) PrcMde the design standard applicable to the bolts,
basep htes, and embedments.

(2) Correct the bolt si::es cn FSAR Fig. 3.8-64, 65

(3) Provide the code specified mini:rm yield and ulti ate
strengths for the specified bolt materials in these
supports.

(4) The prying force equation described in the response
to 110.51 is a semi-empirical fenmla developed
specifically fcr A490 steel. Justify the application

' of this equation to the varicus raterials listed in
(2) above. Describe the consideration of bolt pm-

,

load in the prying force calculations.

I
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(5) Previde the allowable tensile stress (0.4 Su,
0.7 Su, Sy, etc.) specified for these bolts urder
both ncmal and faulted loadires.

(6) Fmvide the allowable shear stress specified for
these bolts under both ncmal and faulted Icadings.

(7) Frovide the interaction equation for centined tensile
and shear stresses which was specified for these
toits under both noral and faulted loadirgs.

(3) Fmvide the allcwable pull-cut load for steel
erledr.ents as a percentage of the ultimate pull-
cut capacity cf the etedr.ents fer bcth ncmal and
faulted corditicns.

(9) State if the ultirate pull-out capacit:. of these
erteiments is detemined by tests cr analyces.
Frevide a reference to any test Npens applicable
to erledm. ents at Midland.

L.
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121.0 MATERIAt.S ENGINEERING BRANCH - MATERIALS INTEGRITY SECTION

121.21 Your response -to our request 121.18 is not adequate. It is our

(App. 3A)pos*(ion that all of the procedures recommended in Revision 1 to
Regulatory Guide 1.99 be used in evaluating radiation damage to theRSP
reactor vessel materials of Midland Plant Unit Nos.1 and 2.
Your reference to the B&W design curves of Topical _ Report BAW-10100A
for the prediction of the reduction in upper shelf energy as a function
of copper and neutron fluence is not acceptable and must be revised
consistent with our position.

121.22 In reference to our request 121.20, we require that the assumptions
(5.3.1) and methods used to revise Figures 3.4-2A, 3.4-3A, and 3.4-4A of

(16.0) the Midland Plant Technical Specifications be provided. We also
require that the revised inservice leak and hydrostatic test (FSAR
Figure 5.3-8), and the normal heatup and normal cooldown limit
curves (FSAR Figures 5.3-9 and 5.3-10) be made part of the plant
Technical Specifications.

>
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130-1

130.0 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING BRANCH

130.21 provide an evaluation of the ability of those seismic Category I,

structures which are located upon backfill and which are
(3.8) experiencing settlement in excess of that predicted, to
(2.5) withstand appropriate loading combinations, including SSE,*

throughout plant life. Describe how stresses associated with
differential settlement of the structural foundations and
any corrective preloading activities have been or will be
factored into these evaluations. Also provide a comparison
of the stresses predicted due to settlement to those allowable
stresses pennitted by the ACI Code.

,
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231-1

231 .0 . CORE PERFORMANCE BRANCH: FUEL DESIGN

Section 4.2.3.5.2 of your FSAR refers to fuel assembly analysis231.34 methods presented in Babcock and Wilcox report BAW-10035, " Fuel(4.2.3.5) Assembly Stress and Deflection Analysis for Loss-of-Coolant
(RSP) BAW-10035,

Accident and Seismic Excitation," dated December 1972.
Revision 1, is the non-proprietary version of BAW-10008, Part 2,
Revision 1, dated January 1972. These early reports were
previously reviewed and accepted by us in 1972 and 1973.

.

Notwithstanding our prior acceptance of these referenced reports,
your FSAR does not provide adequate treatment of this concern
for the following reasons:

The review of BAW-10035, Revision 1 (and BAW-10008, Parts 11.
and 2), focused primarily on the response of the core internals
to asymmetric loading, not the fuel response (except in the
sense of how the fuel affects the core internals).
The review of BAW-10035, Revision 1 (and BAW-10008, Part 2),2.
was conducted prior to the emergence of the North Anna
asymmetric loading issue (see Task A-2 of NUREG-0410).
Prior to the North Anna issue, only vertical loads were
considered significant. Analyses of these vertical loads
were checked against test results. However, it is known today
that lateral loadings of significant magnitude are also
possible. Therefore, additional analyses, accounting for the
effects of lateral loads, must be performed.

Babcock & Wilcox has submitted a topical report BAW-10133,
" Mark C Fuel Assembly, LOCA-Seismic Analysis, dated
October 18, 1977, which addresses the analysis of Mark C
fuel assembly response to asymmetric loads. We found this
report to be unacceptable for review in its current fonn
because it does not contain sufficient technical information
and requested a revised report. We have recommended that this
revised report include an analysis of Mark B fuel, or
alternatively, that a separate Mark B fuel analysis be provided.
In either case, further analysis, accounting for the effects
of lateral loads must be provided for Mark B fuel in support.

of your application.

.
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232-1

232.0 CORE PERFORMANCE BRANCH: PHYSICS

The information presented in Revision 14 to the FSAR is insufficient232.5
(4.2.3) to permit a review of the criticality of the proposed high density

fuel storage system. The following information will be
required in order to complete the review:

1. A description of the racks including, in particular,
those features affecting their reactivity.

A description of the assumptions made in the analysis, including2.
those regarding the reactivity of the fuel to be stored,
credit taken for absorbers in the fuel and racks, tempe,ature
of water in the pool, and placement of assemblies in racks.

3. A description of the analytical models used, including
the results of code verifications and calculational biases
and uncertainties.

4. A discussion of the effect on the reactivity of uncertain-
ties in material' properties and geometry of the racks and
fuel placement in the racks.

5. A discussion of the effect of abnormal fuel distributions ;n
the reactivity of the racks - for example, a dropped
assembly lying across the racks, an assembly lowered into an
improper location (if possible), and' other abnormal

-

configurations.

6. The results of the criticality analysis should be presented
for the nominal rack design and fuel placement. The various
calculational and mechanical uncertainties should be given
along with the total uncertainty.

1
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312-1.

312.0 Accident Analysis Branch, Section B

312.42 Describe the quantity of additional hydrazine to be
(6.5.2) stored on site, and the procedure whereby it can be

added to the spray system when the chemical additive
tank is depleted of hydra ine two hours after an
accident.

312.43 The radiological consequences of a steam generator tube
(15.6.3) rupture accident depend upon system design and response.

Provide the following information for this event:

a) An analysis detailing how the period of three
minutes of steam venting from the affected steam
generator was calculated. If isolation is effected
by operator action, describe how the operator
diagnoses the accident, giving conservative estimates
and bases of time required. If isolation is effected
automatically by the safety valve itsalf, justify
that the valve will reseat as claimed.

b) A description of the flow model used to determine
the total mass of coolant leakage for the affected
steam generator, especially during the steam venting
period.

312.44 Your response to request 312.28 in FSAR Revision 8
(15.7.4) is insufficient to enable us to determine whether the

consequences of a fuel handling accident would be
acceptably mitigated. We require that this event be
promptly detected, that the containment be automatically
isolated, and that the offsite radiological consequences
remain within 25% of the guideline values of 10 CFR Part 100.
Provide an analysis which utilizes appropriate plant
detection and isolation capability and which conservatively
allows for any mixing of the activity within containment,
prior to release, in order to show that your design
meets the above criteria.,

312.45 Your FSAR does not indicate the time required to switch
(15.7.4) the fuel pool ventilation system to ESF filters in the

spent fuel pool area in the event of a fuel handling
accident in that location. Provide a drawing which
shows the :.ocation of the radiation detectors and the
location of the valves which route any effluent from
the pool area to the ESF filter band. Indicate flow
velocities and distance between the detectors and the
isolation valves to show that any activity released
from the surface of the pool is filtered through the
ESF filters prior to release to the environment.

- - -.- - -
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312-1
.

Figure 9._4-3 in FSAR Revision 9 illustrates the HVAC
system for the spent fuel building. Indicate the
radiation instrument response time in the 42" duct
to the isolation valves which route the effluent to the
ESF grade filter systems used to mitigate the consequences
of a fuel handling accident in the spent fuel pool.
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331-1

331.0 RADIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

The number of area radiation monitors listed in Table 12.3-2331.9
(12.3.4.1.3) does not agree with the number of monitor locations shown

in the revised figures (Revision 14) for section 12.3. Re-

vise Table 12.3-2 to include those additional area radiation
monitors shown in the figures and listed below:

Number of monitors appearing in:

Area (elevation Figure Table 12.3-2 Figures

Radwaste (568') 12.3-16 1 2(8400,8401)

Aux. bidg. corr.(599') 12.3-18 2 3(8409,-10,-11)
Fuel pool H.X. (599') 12.3-18 1 2(8408,8445)

Counting Room (614') 12.3-19 1 none

Aux. shutdown panel
(659') 12.3-22 2 4(5462A,B,C,D)

New Fuel storace area
(659 ' ) 12.3-22 2 4(8433,-4,-5,-6).

Aux. bldg. crane (685') 12.3-23 1 4(6513A,B,6514A,BT

Radwaste access way
(634') 12.3-43 0 1(8427)

Radwaste work area
(634') 12.3-43 0 1(8426)

331.10 Table 12.4-8 lists the total annual man-rem to Unit 1 con-
(Table 12.4-8) struction workers from the direct radiation of Unit 2 as

being 20.13 man-rem. The total annual man-rem as calculated
~

using the numbers in footnote (2) of this same table is
15.1 man-rem ((571 worker)(26.5 mrem /yr)). Clarify this
apparent discrepancy in figures.

.
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362-1

362.0 GE0 TECHNICAL ENGINEERING

15, 1969 report by Dames & Moore for foundation investigation -362.11 The March
and preliminary exploration for borrow materials which is included(2.5) in your PSAR provided final foundation design criteria, including:

"d) Recommended foundation type and estimated total settlement
for the auxiliary building which is located between the two
reactor buildings. Its structure and foundation will be
separate from those of the adjacent three buildings to
allow for possible differential settlement which must not
exceed 3/4 inch." [Emphasisadded]

28, 1968 report by Dames & Moore on this same subject alsoThe June
states their understanding that the maximum allcwable differential
settlement between the radwaste building and the adjacent reactor
containment building is 3/4 inch.

Provide documentation that this maximum differential settlement
between buildings has not and will not be exceeded throughout plant
life.

362.12 Describe your preloading program which is planned to further consolidate
(2.5.4) backfill material underneath the Diesel Generator Building. Include

your schedule for these activities.

362.13 Provide your program for reassessing the properties of the backfill
(2.5.4)- materials after completion of the preloading program of request 362-12.

This program should differentiate between:

1. Areas affected by the vertical conduits in the Diesel Generator
Building area, and

2. Areas not affected by the conduits.

Also, provide your program for confirming the dynamic characteristics
of the fill materials used in seismic analyses of supported structures.
Include your schedule for this program.

-
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372-1

372.0 METEOROLOGY

Provide the following information related to data from your 10-meter372.18
.(2.3.2) meteorological towers:

1.' Since the main (9!.5-m) meteorological tower is only 350 meters
from the nearest containment and the top of the containment is
53 meters above the base of. the tower, it is possible the plant
structures may influence the winds (particularly the 10-m wind

Discuss the influence of the plant
level) on the main tower.structures upon the wind measurements at the main meteorological
tower utilizing the wind data from the two 10-m satellite towers.

Provide summaries of the wind direction data from the two 10-m-2.
satellite towers.
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400-1

400.0 PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Some of your responses to our requests 400.2 and 400.3 reflect
a misunderstanding of our policy regarding implementation of400.4

The regulatory guides listed in the requests(3A)
regulatory guides.have been approved by our Regulatory Requirements Review
Committee and this approval includes the " Implementation"The guides listed
section given within each regulatory guide.
are to be implemented as ' Category III" which means they are toThis is the case evenbe applied to all plants under review. Your responses

though these guides may be stamped "for comment."that certain of these guides are issued for comment and thereforeRevise all such responses
need not be addressed are unacceptable.
in Appendix 3A of your FSAR and provide the information requested
by our requests 400.2 and 400.3.

In addition to those guides listed in requests 400.2 and 400.3,
we require that you address your conformance to each of ourHowever,

positions in Revision 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.97. additional staff guidance on paragraph C.3.d to this guide
Similarly, address your conformance towill be provided later.

Revision 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.68.2, which is also a
" Category III" guide.
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